
 

VI.  ON TRANSLATION 
 

 

This essay concludes the book, and attempts to tie together some dangling threads, as 
the preceding essays present more than a few speculative imaginings.  What is their 
value?  Surely not to be believed by virtue of my (non-existent) authority.  As theories, 
each admittedly relies on a constellation of readings, dispersed across the firmament, 
rather than forming any sure foundation.  In this essay I attempt to give some account 
of the value of speculation – after one treads the paths suggested in historical texts – by 
exploring the process of “translation” which seemingly induced the Book of Mormon.   

Several passages in the Jaredite history show Moroni speaking of interpretation 
rather than of translation.  The difference is subtle, and perhaps also considerable.  A 
translation is subject to certain scholarly standards, typically; and bound by specific 
conventions and practices, backed by institutions, houses, titles, endowments, 
venerable offices and the like.  A good translation has certain qualities: aesthetic, 
semantic, poetic, historical, and so on, though no single facet alone gives us the 
brilliance of a well finished work.  We don’t speak of a “true” translation, as much as a 
“poor” or a “good” one.  Egyptologists, Semiticists, Classicists, and Mayanists would 
probably not call the Book of Mormon a “good” translation, even if they had the 
engravings of Mormon and Moroni before them.  Mayanists would consider the current 
version too “Egyptian,” Egyptologists sniff at its “Semitic” fakery, and, perhaps, 
Semiticists would call it merely a folktale, confused and typical of such tales commonly 
found among First Peoples of America.  The political economy of academia and of 
publishing would condemn any such translation to some rarely visited shelf in the 
university library.  What we have is an interpretation.   

The Book of Mormon was said to be “the most correct book,” and to contain the 
fullness of the Gospel.  And to various witnesses its translation into English in 1829 was 
pronounced “correct” by authorities credited with its composition.  What is said of the 
Book of Mormon, however, is not necessarily true of the published book of that same 
title.  Yet even that book is pronounced true many times daily by Mormons, rather than 
“good” or “muddled,” or what-have-you.  True interpretation or good translation? 

Without relying too unsteadily on some presumed, unchanging linguistic crutch 
that carries us safely over close readings of phrases and terms uttered centuries ago – 
“interpretation” and “translation” surely have changed in meaning since 1829 – one can 
see a subtle distinction between a translation and an interpretation.  A careful 
translation might allow for “word print” studies and the like, and some time ago 
Mormons practiced these upon a text composed entirely in English, by a single voice.  I 
cannot see how any serious study of “authorship” of the published Book of Mormon, 
however, proceeds without a sample from the supposed authors: Moroni, Mormon, etc.  
And is anyone convinced by “Hebrew poetics” discovered in the text, converted to a 
belief that the text is thus of ancient fashioning?  If such forms are found in the English 
King James Version, after all, one may argue that many non-ancient mediums of 
transmission of “chiastic forms” and the like – even if present – prove nothing 
regarding a text’s antiquity.  The age of the text cannot be decided by our interpreted 
Book of Mormon; but a text-relative chronology can be arranged, and that is what this 
book purports to give you.   

What of the Isaiah chapters, or other phraseology, etyma, and the like?  We are 
looking for proof that in effect renders the Book of Mormon dependent on other 
creations.  The translation-interpretation process, I believe, precludes certain 
scholarshippings of the text: philology is out of the question; various criticisms are 
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likewise inappropriate, given the singularity of the creation.  We have no comparative 
religions, because the text and its people, practices, and notions are already rendered 
into Protestant Christianese.  And so we are right back to dealing with an interpretation 
of those plates, and such a thing requires an investigative instrument rather different 
from that developed among bible scholars and classicists.  Yet also not entirely distinct 
from methods familiar to the historian and the like.   

So, interpretation and translation: even mention of scholarly disputes regarding 
such terms is beyond my narrow concern here, but let us strain the limits briefly.  A 
translation is presented as relying on structural, social, and non-personal machinery 
which generates coherence across some newly systematic and more marketable, broadly 
accessible text. An interpretation, however, is more ambiguous, and presupposes that it 
is someone’s interpretation; that is, from some someone’s perspective.  But whose?  In 
this case, we have Joseph Smith’s imagining of the mind and words of Mormon and 
Moroni, and of others as they saw things and engraved upon the plates; the “control” for 
Smith is the heft of the plates, as it were.  Am I saying the Book of Mormon is merely 
fiction, a fantastic conjuring from Smith’s mind? 

It is clear that “interpreters” were used by Joseph Smith.  Other reports have 
him relying on a “peep” or “seer” stone, recovered from a well; scrying is the old term 
for it (see Besterman’s classic study, Crystal Gazing).  D. Michael Quinn’s history of 
early Mormon “folk magic” provides some context for Smith’s activities.  But nothing in 
particular can be shown to color the character and purposes of Joseph Smith.  Ogden 
Kraut’s exodus from the LDS Church began with a publication titled Seer Stones.  
Wilford Woodruff consecrated the altar of the Manti Temple with what he regarded to 
be Smith’s seer stone, itself inherited from previous presidents of the LDS Church.  And 
there’s no shortage of Mormons claiming possession of such relics.  But can we say 
conclusively what Joseph Smith used? 

That Smith looked into his hat, into something inside his hat, is reliably 
recorded.  Modern LDS folk culture, however, pictures Smith at a table, turning metal 
leaves, while a scribe quietly records the translation.  Perhaps they consult a newly 
published grammar of Reformed Egyptian, or strain over Gardiner’s Egyptian 
Grammar, or the latest articles on proto-Sinai script, photos of Meroetic artifacts, and 
facsimiles of Olmec rubbings.  But if those present during the recitations can be relied 
on, Smith would peer into his hat, then look up, and recite the text of the Book of 
Mormon.  Sometimes he would spell a word, sometimes long phrases were given, just as 
one would expect when translating from very different languages, and not when giving a 
word-for-word translation.  Moreover, in no case is he said to “hear” and then recite this 
text; a theory now popular among some scholars in the LDS community.  A theory 
which makes sense in a hierarchical culture, as well.  However, the evidence falls far 
from the recitation-of-a-recitation theory.  In addition to eye-witness depictions, there 
would be natural breaks in the transcribed manuscript, something approaching stanzas, 
staves, or at a minimum, spacing.  None of which is present.  Studies of oral epics 
undergoing transcription bear little on the scenes of our Book of Mormon’s 
transcription.  The available transcript shows a steady stream of ink, and no breaks; 
punctuation, capitalization, and meta-textual summaries were added just prior to 
printing.  No, Smith seems to have visually induced the text, and then spoke whatever 
words unrolled before him.  The question then is, how does one induce a text from 
another age?  Obviously, only by the gift and power of God; but what of our role? 

The translation process is described in what is now called Alma 32: Alma’s 
sermon to poor Zoramites by their poverty barred from participating in the economy of 
self-righteousness practiced by the wealthier set, prevented from sending forth vain 
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prayers atop the rich man’s many Rameumptoms.  One plants a seed, and if it grows, it 
is good and should be nurtured, Alma explains.  If more growth is discerned, continue 
to cultivate the sapling, until it stands as a tree, and then, taste the fruit thereof.  Good 
fruit cannot come from an evil seed, and vice versa.  So did Joseph work in the garden of 
his imagination.  He would, I propose, look into the interpreters, those stones kept with 
the record for the sake of its translation, and see the abridging record, wherever it 
rested.  Characters from the plates formed in the glass, and the interpreter would 
imagine their meaning.   And only when deemed “correct” by an author would the glass 
also reflect Smith’s imaginings.  By the time Smith works with Cowdery, he is growing 
bushels of fruit, a hundred fold from a single planting; and feels his way through the 
plates the way athletes, artists, or other professionals flourish, to use a hackneyed 
phrase, “in the zone.”  Indeed, Cowdery attempted to translate, but rather than “study it 
out” and offer his interpretation, he sought only for “inspiration.” And so he sat, 
waiting.  Crickets chirp, Joseph coughs.   “Sprout,” that “thing of nature,” sits unmoved.   

But what does it mean to speak of “correct” in this case?  Obviously, secular 
scholarship would not agree with the angels; despite our efforts to find Joseph Smith’s 
interpretation of Egyptian papyri somehow in harmony with those of the Egyptologist.  
That is not to say a “prophet,” or better, a seer, can simply conjure up whatever comes 
to mind, and declare it a true interpretation. Fiction is a genre whose lines are still 
worth delineating, and perhaps even more so when prophecy comes into its own.  But 
rather than bound by textual, social, and critical scholarly conditions, a seer seems 
bound only to pronounce what the Heavens, or some specific recorders, deem correct; 
grammatically appropriate or not.  Milton, Homer, and other artists could tell us more 
about it than, say, priests or professors.  There seems to be negotiable boundaries; only 
when speaking of the title page did Joseph Smith emphasize that it was “by no means a 
modern composition,” but instead a “literal” translation. 

Just as there was no one named Jesus who visited the remnants of the Nephites 
and Lamanites in ancient America, much of what is depicted in the Book of Mormon is 
formed into forms and images resonant to the Prophet.   These forms were, thus, fitted 
to his times and to the readership of his day.  Did Smith draw on his own biography 
when writing?  Of course he did.  But at a certain point an interpretation crosses that 
line of fitted-to-circumstances-of, and lands in the wider realm of subordinate-to-the-
vanity-of the author.  A correct interpretation, of course, cannot dominate the voices of 
the text.  In a sense, as the Prophet more closely mirrored in his own life and 
imagination the lives of ancient prophets, their minds, writings, and words became 
more transparent, less veiled by time and language and other human realities.  But that 
alignment cannot account for the full interpretation.  Mormon is visited in his fifteenth 
year by the Lord; King Benjamin’s sermon does display “revival” features; Lehi’s dreams 
seem uncannily similar to those reported by Joseph Smith, senior.  But so was Moroni 
like Ether and Jeremiah, watching and recording the last days of their people, and in 
this way, unlike Joseph Smith.1  But perhaps Smith’s alignments provided some firmer 

                                                 
1
 Psychological readings are not worth mention; nor are any other “projection” theories which do not also 

account for non-projections into the text, of which there seem a great many.  Did Joseph Smith build a ship, 

use a magic compass, or cut off the head of his local religious authority?  Only if one substitutes words for 

other words.  I once read a book which proposed that Laban’s assassination was a psychological-

symbolical projection driven by unresolved angst caused by an operation when Smith was a child.  If we 

allow such liberties with texts, histories, and people, should we not also ask how such a theory, reading, 

and text external hermeneutics itself came into being?  This was the contradiction of Marx, and of Freud, 

and we ought not let it even shade out a word of the Book of Mormon.  And don’t even mention 

archeology, unless willing to admit that just because one hasn’t found a thing doesn’t mean that a thing 
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ground from which he could chart across the less familiar ancient world.  Such things 
have been said before, of course.  Here, however, I want to show some of this charting 
and fumbling and finding, for it hints at a textual authenticity not otherwise found 
outside the text.  Nothing is proved by such investigations, of course, but something 
about translation as interpretation may be learned from them.   

Not inspired fiction, certainly not (merely) imaginative projection (for one may 
“project” correctly); nor the composite effort of some Christian Understanding and 
Indian Benevolence Society comprised of Sidney Rigdon, Cowdery, and the Whitmer, 
Smith, Knight, and Harris families; or involving anyone Joseph maybe sold gingerbread 
to as a boy.  The Book of Mormon is far more complex than any theory based on 
counterfeiting can account for.  First: Several of these early leaders attempted to alter 
portions of D&C, text clearly based on the Book of Mormon.  Rigdon ever bible-ized the 
new religion, for example, and would have overreached at the point of translation and 
called the “interpreters” just what he later dubbed them: Urim and Thummim, a 
respectable bible artifact.  But Smith shows a restrained hand, and calls them plainly 
what they do, but not what he called them (a “key”), before he read the account by these 
very means.  Second: these men all turned against Joseph Smith, but never that book, to 
repeat one the oldest arguments.  To concoct a theory that accounts for the fabrication 
of the Book of Mormon, indeed, is to also bind oneself to explaining the most 
foresighted, carefully orchestrated, perfectly executed, and yet, also perfectly clumsy as 
if by intent, confidence production in the history of scams; indeed, such a thing among 
rusticated men, all dying without recanting testimonies, and mostly impoverished by 
virtue of hard devotions, if not at last killed for the book?  And then there’s everything 
afterward…. Anyway, when the original manuscript was last seen in its entirety, Joseph 
Smith was stuffing it inside the cornerstone of the Nauvoo temple; in his wry humor, 
saying he’d had enough trouble with the thing already.  That is not the hand of a con.   

The book is solid thing, sustains the gaze of the eye; one of the real things in our 
world.   How did it come into being?  Smith did not simply “hear” and submit and recite, 
as tales of the Koran’s creation may have it.  The Prophet “saw” the text as it could be, 
for our day, and read it to a scribe.  Some accounts have him literally seeing a scroll 
unroll, with an English word or phrase, and so on, until the entire book was completed.  
But this is likely Joseph Smith’s attempt to explain the process in terms familiar, and 
believable, to his peers.  Indians or angels?  Stones or glasses?  From a hat or out of thin 
air?  He lets us decide.   He sometimes employed a “peep stone,” though I doubt a found 
stone gave him access to the record; maybe it turned his mind to other visions.  It is not 
beyond the work of the Lord to employ “ringer” stones so that the magical stones could 

                                                                                                                                   
does not exist.  And there is much that hasn’t been dug from the earth, and much that isn’t preserved but 

slips away.  However, no positive evidence from archaeology can be admitted as supporting the Book of 

Mormon, for that would make the record dependent on the dust, rather than giving voice from the dust.  

That is, Joseph Smith does not tell us that Nephites called themselves “Nephites,” as we write and say the 

word.   It is his interpretation of the record, and it is written for our day; and not an ethnographic record of 

this people such that we can hope for identities to emerge when we pull stones or bones from the earth.  

The record is a new thing, and part of a new world that begins with the Word.  Indeed, our modern 

disciplines developed somewhat in that tradition, that is, from Christian scholarship; and yet come up short, 

in my view.  All together say only that there is more going on here than science, for all its value, power, 

virtues and insight, has yet to realize in theory.  And let us not speak of faiths parading as science.  If you 

can believe anti-Mormon tales, whichever ones, your gullibility is far greater than I ascribe to any believer.  

I say that not to provoke anger, or worse, smugness; but only to say that non-Mormons are capable of lies, 

confusion, sincere mistakes, and unwitting mischief.  And to my mind that Smith, with any number of 

confederates, simply invented the entire thing, is just not supported by the evidence.   
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be hidden from public scrutiny; or “ringer” chests full of sand, or “ringer” breastplates, 
and the like.  Or ringer tales.  Can we honestly say Joseph wasn’t reading the record as 
early as 1823, and was told to say he was not allowed to retrieve it?  That is splitting 
hairs, yes; but no lie.  No oath was laid upon Joseph that he never tell a lie, moreover; or 
say something was other than what folks thought it was.  He was charged with 
protecting and translating the plates, by whatever means available.  If Nephi can kill 
Laban to get the Plates of Brass, surely Joseph was allowed some play.  If he told Martin 
Harris he had a magic rock, that would at least keep Harris from asking about 
interpreters; and if he told his mother he found a breastplate or needed a chest, that 
would keep her busy doing as well.  All this is to say that one need not take the accounts 
of Mormonism’s origins as God’s Truth, uttered in a court of law; but that also doesn’t 
mean the other option is, It’s a wonderful sham.  We have descriptions, and no meta-
statement that is not itself subject to scrutiny.   

So let us turn to the void, to what is left of the inscrutable Word after having 
surveyed the surrounding context and found no single explanation. 

Smith was accountable to Mormon, Moroni, and others for his interpretation; 
and they could close his mind, stretched as it was into the interpreters, at any point, if 
straying too far from their sense of the book.  Or if he put too much of his own 
biography, cultural trappings, and other personal artifacts into a text attributed to 
ancient authors.  This condition would seem necessary for both sides to proceed.  The 
book would otherwise risk failure as Joseph Smith’s “fiction” or come out an 
unintelligible history: quant, subject of theses and obscure studies.  Nonetheless, Smith 
had to invent the interpretation, line by line.  But just as Philo Farnsworth had to work 
by physical laws when organizing a television from matter unorganized, so did Smith 
have to organize the Word into a form resembling something already in existence, but 
not yet in this world, familiar to our forms and habits, digestible and pronounced.  
Some lines in the blueprint were drawn by existing texts, of course.  In particular, the 
King James Version gave much to the emerging text.  Presumably, if “Jeremiah” 
referred to a character also referred to in the Abridging Plates, then interpreters were 
obliged to give this form, rather than another name used by Nephi and the like.  As it 
was with alignments of biography and names, so with long texts: Isaiah’s words 
engraved and taught by Nephi are clearly drawn from the KJV.  So?  This is only a nod 
to the value of that text in the eyes of Heaven, perhaps; not proof that Nephi read from 
the KJV; or, more unlikely, that Smith translated it just exactly like European scholars.  
The economy of Heaven would seemingly prefer that if forms, close enough in whatever 
measures, be found thereabouts by the Prophet, then he was to build on those outlines.   

So textual outlines could be induced from matters of biography, but not to the 
exclusion of the authors’ original intents.  Existing architecture was raised and fitted to 
emerging structure.  But much was originally invented, as well, during the process of 
induction.  There also must be covenants and promises whose keepings are possible 
only by induction of the text.   And then, the gift of God, and the power of God. 

I don’t say what I write here is new or original, though I do believe that studies 
of the textual aspects of the Book of Mormon, or its origins and creation, have not 
worked within the confines realized by a theory of translation.  Rather than look with 
Christian or Secular eyes into the text, we ought to develop a theory of reading and 
writing – of language itself – from the text; that, in any case, gives us a test of the book’s 
power to “revolutionize” our world, starting with the word.  Thus, no study reliant on 
“formal” arrangements of phrases concocted by the investigator; no study of passages or 
“motifs”; no archaeological props; no computer-backed claims of authorship; no 
second-hand DNA literature reviews; no geography; none of these things rely solely on 
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the text itself, and then build outward from the probable and known circumstances of 
its translation.  But like other boutique-scholarship, these efforts attempt to pin the 
subject – in this case the Book of Mormon – to an existing architecture of knowledge: to 
one formed outside its own domain.  To one apparently prior in the order of Heaven, or 
just of things.  The book gave us baptism rites, churches, priesthoods, prophets, 
corporations, angst, hope, life and death, colonizations, kingdoms, theologies, 
obligations towards Lamanites, warnings concerning class division, martyrs, devils; 
and, not the least, a new theory of how God relates to Man.  So it does have some power, 
of course, by and of itself.  It may not need anthropology, for example, to give it support.  
But we may rely on aids for interpretation, so long as the crutch does not become a tail 
to wag the dog, to mix metaphors.   Can a study of the book rely on the text itself? 

What I have attempted in this book is to arrange text-internal breaks, evidenced 
by meta-linguistic devices (such as pronouns, deixis, meta-discursive footing, voices, 
and genre markers) into a sequence which can be matched against the content of the 
text: the chronologies, the socio-historical development, terminology, disputes, the 
spread of knowledge traced in the tale (e.g., of ancient dark oaths).  The text was written 
in a sequence by someone or another; and not, I take it, entirely after the Great Battle at 
Cumorah, at in a single sitting; nor by some prodigy in the 1820s.  But to the exposing of 
our seduction to its narrative power do we forget that it was rewritten; or, rather, re-
interpreted by a nineteenth century seer.  Then it was transcribed, recopied for 
publication, published, and many times revised, rationalized to changing standards, and 
continually unbolted from its historical architecture.  To enter the “the earliest text” as 
Skousen (2010) recently attempted, is to step toward a fruitful tree.  But such a text can 
easily replace what it purports to represent.  All this is to say that many careful readings 
of the published Book of Mormon stray from what the text itself provides, and like the 
wife of the Lord in scriptural parables, many have gone a-whoring after Babylon.   

Let me offer a provisional example of what can be done.   Many names are given 
in the text, though no doubt the “sample” as such represents a population whose 
boundaries are unknown.  Presumably the sample is constrained by two conditions: the 
alphabet used by Smith; and preexisting names in other texts.  Thus we must filter from 
our sample of proper names those already extant in the KJV bible, and admit that our 
own alphabet does not even give a one-to-one correspondence between sounds we utter 
and our spellings of them.  Given these conditions, we can identify a skeleton of 
“Englished” Nephite phonology, though with the admission that the diachronic, or time-
dependent, elements have been rinsed from the text: first by Mormon, and then by 
Smith.  Thus, Jaredite forms entered Nephite at some point, as did Mulekite, but only 
primary texts would show these entry points.  None currently exist. 

The preliminary results: surprisingly, no single F occurs in any name.  F is 
always doubled: Zeniff, Ziff.  (So perhaps our pronunciation of “Nephi” is not 
historically accurate, but more closely follows an Egyptologist’s modern pronunciation).  
No name has W, X, or Q; and only Timothy has Y.  Similarly, V is absent.  Perhaps an 
overextended taboo on the consonants in the Hebrew name for God, later JHVH or 
JHWH, now Jehovah or Yahweh, gives us this pattern?  (The H could stand in for other 
Semitic “stops” or was treated as a vowel…)  In any case, the Latin alphabet, oddly 
enough, comes closest to our quasi-Nephite (“BoM” hereafter) one.  (Sumerian may be 
another candidate…)  There’s more, if we look to word-initial and word-ending phones 
or letters.  No BoM name begins with D, except Deseret, which we are told renders an 
ancient pre-Jaredite insect.  D is common at the end, but only among Jaredites.  
Similarly, no name begins with B.  P shares the same vowel distribution as B, but as a 
word-initial phone is common.  Yet unlike B, P never occurs at word-end.  This pattern 
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would, if approximating speech patterns, give clues for native speakers as to when a 
word ends and another begins.  No word ends with Z or T (except in Jaredite); G (except 
Pagag); C, J, L, NT (except Hermounts), NC, also do not appear in the sample at word-
end.  These consonants combine in ways not native to English, such that, for example, 
the hybrid bible-BoM name Jacobugath alone in the BoM sample combines G and C or 
K.   

We can propose a reconstructed (marked by the asterisk *) consonantal BoM 
map, though with the understanding that bible forms from KJV have been filtered from 
the set:  

 

*Consonantal Alphabet (“contrastive sets” occur inside slashes): 

 

/ B, P, P
h
 / D, T / TH, DD (as “soft” TH) / S, H / C, C

h
, K, G / NT, NC / J, SH, Z / L, R / M, N / 

 

*Biconsonantals (possible BoM consonants): 

 

BB, RR, BL, PL, ML, LG, L  

 

 

Is this alphabet like that of the Mayan, or the Egyptian, or Sumerian, or something 
already known?  I cannot claim expertise in any such fields, but the question is 
misguided.  Hugh Nibley’s work, though of obviously far greater erudition, value, and 
breadth than anything I compose, relies on a somewhat too modern view of language: 
one necessary for philological study, and bound to a systems-perspective, and 
Newtonian in its way (and not in the alchemical Newtonian way).  This view also comes 
up short when dealing with spoken and written discourse by actual people, over time 
and across communities, when and where “meaning” of words is not the simple, 
timeless and stable thing dictionaries make it out to be.  Nor can we realistically speak 
of Egyptian words, Nephite morphemes, Hebrew poetics, Jaredite names, and the like, 
without asserting timeless forms owned by some people, yielding single meanings.  A 
theory of translation cannot rely on a theory of language that comes later than, and is 
independent of, the publication of the Book of Mormon.  Rather it should develop from 
far more ancient doctrines of poetic-creative power, so long as these are not 
contradicted by the treatment of language presupposed by the book, and by its 
translation.  For example, earlier editions of the book often used the phrase form, “and 
they called the name of the X, Y” (e.g., X=valley; Y=Alma).  In a sense, some ancients 
apparently called out the name of the thing, rather than gave it a name, just as Adam 
was said to do in the Garden of Eden, or God (or the gods) at creation.  I believe we will 
find our theory of language somewhat closer to what Romanticism writes within; rather 
than, say, akin to the ideas of the early Noam Chomsky, or the great philologists of the 
nineteenth century. 

Ancient “alphabets” are modern reconstructions, of course, and cannot possibly 
capture the entire phonological set of even an elite community of speakers; and thus 
cannot comprehensively represent “Nephite” language or the like.  Even if we had an 
abecedary, we have only a perspective on the phonological repertoire of that tongue: 
someone’s perspective, probably an elite or of priestly caste.  Did Ancient Hebrew have 
vowels, even though it did not represent these graphically?  Similarly, the published 
Book of Mormon cannot be regarded as a record of how Nephites spoke, wrote, or 
spelled.  So what value is the above table and discussion?  This is a question not 
dissimilar from the question of the value of historical speculation.   
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In this case, the table gives us some picture of what was likelier to occur, I 
suppose; and shows independence from idealized, common speech and spelling 
patterns of native English speakers.  Does that prove anything?  I suppose not.  But 
evangelicals who claim to “speak in tongues,” show, when studied, the exact 
phonological patterns consistent to their native language.  The BoM names may not be 
unpronounceable to English speakers, but neither are they simple English 
constructions; nor show no pattern at all.  But by forming an image of what was once 
real, we move somewhat in the direction of inducing the real thing from the earth.  
Science, historiography, and archaeology all seem to work along these same principles.  
To invoke another tradition: We can construct an idol of sorts, just like a ritual 
demands, and hope that the real thing may condescend to inhabit the form.  In our case, 
any approximation of ancient forms is always mediated by this modern age.  Indeed, all 
this data is constrained by the fact of interpretation in 1828 and 1829, and requires a 
theory of translation in this, the fullness of times.  So let us return to the question of 
how, and try to see in how some direction for what is possible as a research agenda; and 
also what may induce other texts for the finding and translating. 
 What of the Urim and Thummim?  That term was popularized by Sidney 
Rigdon, I believe, whose retrospective and prospective attempts to Christianize 
Mormonism, to Biblify it, can make dupes of readers of anything from D&C to 
manuscript histories.  That term is not appropriate for the interpreters, as Moroni 
plainly names them.  Indeed, only because Urim and Thummim is used in the King 
James Version, and refers to something of a mystery, did it gain such cachet among 
early Mormons.  What Smith used were not, I believe, much like the Urim and 
Thummim spun by the priests in Ancient Israel; otherwise the term would’ve been used 
in the Book of Mormon, per this theory of translation.  The interpreters were, according 
to Lucy Mack Smith, akin to spectacles: old fashioned,  like what we’d later call pince-
nez; having no arms and hinging at the nose.  The lenses were of a glass cut to a three-
cornered diamond, set in circular lenses approximating the size of an English crown.  
Thus, one surface of each lens was not flat.  And these lenses were set in bows of silver 
that ran like a figure eight.  When folded, flat sides together, one would have a double 
pyramid, a Platonic solid maybe; and if rotated, also the Star of David or Metatron’s 
Cube.  Thus folded it could be placed in Joseph’s hat, and give instruction and light in 
the manner that the compass, later called Liahona, did give to Lehi and Nephi.  Both 
instructed by writing, and pointed the mind to new territory.  According to the Prophet’s 
mother, Joseph was directed to write a letter to David Whitmer when he looked into the 
Urim and Thummim/directors/interpreters to translate the record one morning.  Later 
her son and Oliver Cowdery were directed by this same medium to baptize one another.   

At first Joseph apparently called the interpreters a “key,” but when he wore 
them as spectacles, the lenses were too far apart to be useful.  If folded, however, we 
have a “stone” like that named by Alma to his son Helaman.  One that shines in 
darkness and reveals secret things.  The historical record is clear on this point, and 
rather unsupportive of the claim that Joseph Smith at some point abandoned the 
interpreters for a seer stone.  Just because he did not wear them, doesn’t mean he didn’t 
use them.  William Smith in his 1883 history On Mormonism writes that, “The manner 
in which it was done was by looking into the Urim and Thummim, which was placed in 
a hat to exclude the light (the plates lying near by covered up), and reading off the 
translation, which appeared in the stone by the power of God.”  Careful and useful 
skeptic writer-compiler Dan Vogel is inclined to mind-read the past, insisting on a 
functional and formal divergence between seer stones and interpreters.  So he writes in 
a footnote to this passage from Smith’s history (in an compilation called Early Mormon 
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Documents), that, “William evidently refers to Joseph’s stone, which he placed in his 
hat in order to exclude the light, rather than the spectacles” (EMDI:497).  Yet Vogel’s 
own volume has Smith giving the same testimony two more times, only pages later: his 
brother would place the “Urim and Thummim…in a hat to exclude all light,” William 
Smith said in a sermon published in 1884 (EMDI: 506).  And that the spectacles “were 
much too large for Joseph and he could only see through one at a time using sometimes 
one and sometimes the other.  By putting his head in a hat or some dark object it was 
not necessary to close one eye while looking through the stone with the other” (EMDI: 
508).  Indeed, so certain are some that the spectacles were ever to remain spectacles, 
and thus abandoned for the peep stone in the hat, that Vogel could insinuate William 
Smith was confused in his own history!  And this, even while Vogel gives us Vogel’s 
translation of a German-language text written by Orson Hyde in 1842, a testimony 
which reports that the “Urim and Thummim…were placed where all light was excluded.  
Those using them offered their prayers unto the Lord and the answer appeared written 
with letters of light” (EMDI: 167).   

So what of the seer stone?  Perhaps a seer stone was used at times to contact 
spirits and the like.  The description of Moroni’s first visit seems remarkably similar to 
descriptions of angels in crystals and other scrying devices.  But how many converts 
would he gain with that sort of tale?  A would-be boy prophet scrying the landscape 
from his bed, on the autumnal equinox?  Reasonable it would seem, however, to employ 
an alternate, independent channel such as a seer stone, if he were checking on an 
interpretation.  This would be done by virtue of the word of some heavenly messenger.  
Indeed, some passages in the Book of Mormon read like oral commentary to the 
translator, rather than in-text narrative.  But otherwise the interpreters were used for 
interpretation, if the reports of family and apostles can be trusted.   

One cannot discuss translation without, of course, turning to D&C.  The first 
recorded revelation, now D&C 3, was according to Joseph Smith’s History of the Church 
(dictated a decade later), received through the “Urim and Thummim” (a term not used 
in 1828).  The  oldest manuscript of the first ten verses is found on the final pages of a 
letter about Martin Harris and his exploits among the good professors Anthon and 
Mitchell.  The letter is “curious,” for both Smith and Harris are spoken of, apparently, 
with first person pronouns  (Woodford 1974:133-34).  It is dated July 1828, and 
concerns the lost manuscript.  Smith is severely chastened, exactly measured, and his 
straying dispositions charted for any reader to discern.  “If thou art not aware, thou wilt 
fall,” he is told simply; for his part, Rigdon added that warning to the revelation.  And 
among his additions and deletions, Rigdon apparently crossed out the final –s in verse 
15, on the word “directors”.  “For thou hast suffered the council of thy directors to be 
trampled upon from the beginning,” it reads in Revelation Book #1.  Given the early 
date, the term “directors” seems to be used for what was later made Hebrew, priestly 
and mysterious, by the term Urim and Thummim.   

And if one turns to D&C 17, dated July 1829 (or June 1829, in other LDS 
publications), one reads that Cowdery, David Whitmer, and Martin Harris will receive a 
view of the plates, the sword of Laban, and of “the Urim and Thummim which was given 
to the brother of Jared upon the mount, when he talked with the Lord face to face.”  The 
revelation continues to list, “the miraculous directors which were given to Lehi while in 
the wilderness, on the borders of the Red Sea.”  The earliest known text of this 
revelation is found in Revelation Book #2 (see TJSP 2009:654).  It was composed 
several years after this revelation was received.  And it shows much confusion.  First, the 
original list reads: “the sword Urim and Thummim of Laban,” which plainly makes no 
sense; and so “Urim and Thummim” was scratched out, and was immediately listed in 
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the next line.  This placement suggests the scribe, F.G. Williams, was stopped, and re-
ordered the sequence before the ink had dried.  Second, the word “brother” right before 
the line break at “of” was scratched out, and “brother” is written above it.  Why?  If one 
looks closely, the first “brother” apparently overwrites some other word, now 
unreadable.  And the name “Jared,” starting the next line, seemingly ends with a cursive 
R, not D, giving us something like “Jareer,” though that is clearly a scribal error.  And 
finally, “miraculous…which were” originally read “marvelous directors which was 
given.”  All this is to say that the text is unreliable as a transcript of what the Prophet 
revealed.  The term “directors” was used for Liahona and for Urim and Thummim or 
interpreters or spectacles, though writers would lop off and add the plural marker –s, 
when seeming appropriate to their grammatical sensibilities. 

If we turn to the published Book of Mormon, we find that “the ball or director” 
is the phrase used by Mormon for something given by King Benjamin to his son Mosiah.  
This is the earliest mention of the thing (with respect to the extant translated, rather 
than published, text).  Ammon later tells King Limhi that his king possesses 
“interpreters” for the looking into.  As we saw, originally Benjamin was named by 
Ammon, though in 1837 he was replaced by Mosiah.  Later in the story we see Alma 
giving a charge to his own sons, among them, Helaman.  Chosen to engrave the records, 
Helaman is also to keep “the thing which our fathers call a ball, or director – or our 
fathers called it Liahona, which is, being interpreted, a compass.”  From that same 
Testament of Alma: 

 

And now, I will speak unto you concerning those twenty-four plates.  

That ye keep them, that the mysteries and the works  

Of darkness, and their secret works, or the secret works  

Of those people who have been destroyed, may be made  

Manifest unto this people, yea, all their murders, and  

Robbings, and their plunderings,  

And all their wickedness and abominations, may be made  

Manifest unto this people, yea,  

And that ye preserve these interpreters. 

For behold, the Lord saw that his people began to work in darkness,  

Yea, work secret murders and abominations.  

 Therefore, the Lord said, if they did not repent  

They should be destroyed from off  

The face of the earth.  And the Lord said:   

I will prepare unto my servant Gazelem,  

A stone, which shall shine forth  

In darkness unto light, that I may discover  

Unto my people who serve me,  

That I may discover unto them the works of their brethren,  

Yea, their secret works, their works of  

Darkness, and their wickedness and abominations. 

And now, my son, these interpreters were prepared that the word of God  

Might be fulfilled, which he spake, saying: 

I will bring forth out of darkness unto light all  

Their secret works and their abominations!  

 
None of these texts were translated, apparently, before Joseph Smith received the 
rebuke that he “trampled upon the council of his directors.”  But the passage from Alma 
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does not read above as it does on page 193.  Until 1920 all Book of Mormons had Alma 
passing on “these directors,” rather than “these interpreters.”  This would seem to 
indicate that King Benjamin/Mosiah had something different from what Alma passed 
along; or that the terms became confused over their history, just as they did in the first 
decade of Mormonism.   

Once Rigdon erased that -s from “directors” in D&C 17, obviously after the Book 
of Mormon was published, Smith could be read as having trampled upon the counsel of 
his ball or director, potentially.  Yet no tradition speaks of Smith using what is now 
called the Liahona to translate.  So other changes followed, in order to untangle the 
seeming contradictions in the record.  The first made Mosiah the king with the 
interpreters, rather than Benjamin.  Then Mosiah replaced Benjamin as the keeper of 
the sealed record.  Finally, Alma was made to pass along interpreters, rather than 
directors, a change which aligned his gift to that object mentioned by Moroni, as he 
interjects into the story of the Brother of Jared conversing with the Lord upon the 
Mount.   It is admittedly confusing, but what can we make of such a muddle?   

Revisions in terminology, particular when referring to a non-present object, 
always show their effects in social divisions.  Cowdery’s widow signed an affidavit for 
William McLellin in 1870 that Smith “would place the director in his hat” (EMDV:260).  
McLellin seemed certain that this director was not the Urim and Thummim, which he 
insisted in a letter to Joseph Smith III was “never on this Continent”; but rather a “seer 
stone” was employed by the Prophet (EMDV:329).  And thus a simple confusion in 
referents caused by slippery terminology became a wedge between early converts, after 
time hardened understandings.  Over time the words we use, impose, and revise divide 
our minds from the past, particular when we react against another’s seemingly incorrect 
usage (see Smith 2007).  This is say that: first, we should not revise our documents 
without leaving bread crumbs to show what changes we’ve made; nor should we assume 
we have anything like a transcript or clear record of that past.  Obviously, and, of 
course, easily ignored.  And third, when we read carefully, we discern growth in 
terminology for the glass lenses: first as “key” in 1827 (by report from Lucy Mack Smith 
some years later, admittedly); then “directors” while translating the account from the 
Book of Lehi.  Then “interpreters” by 1829, which is replaced by “Urim and Thummim” 
after the Prophet began revising the bible (and thereafter that name was written back 
across the past as histories were composed).  So what? 

This progression shows all the signs of a man fumbling to know what to call his 
gift, a thing, while reading what others called their things.  Moreover, the gift was the 
means by which he read these other names, and only when his mind provided the 
names, while interpreting-translating, did the names show up in the thing that reflected 
and confirmed, by a light in the darkness, the correctness of the term.  And in the 
translated Record of Nephi (latest in translation, but chronologically first in 
composition), we return simply to “ball”.  And this in the earliest unabridged-translated 
records.  Thus “ball or compass” continues throughout the engravings of Nephi.  
Nothing of “directors” or “interpreters” is found in Nephi, nor any mention of Liahona.  
This means that the Book of Mormon shows a development in terminology as it was 
composed by Mormon, presumably in the direction the history was itself recorded; but 
not necessarily as it was translated by Joseph Smith.  Of course, he shaped the Book of 
Mormon’s language, but not entirely to his own shifting knowledge.  Smith turned to the 
Plates of Nephi at the end of his translating, but did not impose new terminology for the 
lenses, nor give the name Liahona to the ball-director.   

Ammon is reported as saying that Benjamin/Mosiah “has wherewith that he 
can look, and translate,” about as vague as it gets; and not at all refined by his naming 
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them “interpreters.”  This is the first mention in the published text of this (later distinct) 
artifact, though presumably Lehi’s (lost) account, like D&C 17, spoke of “directors”.  But 
that term apparently was not appropriate in the Ammon-Limhi dialogue, and the proper 
word was veiled.  Only later in the text do we find a distinction between “ball or 
director” and “interpreters”: something like a “stone,” but which shines in darkness.  
This distinction only comes, however, after Mormon apparently steps out of the text, 
and says regarding Mosiah and the twenty-four gold plates:  
 

And now he translated them by the means of those two stones which were fastened into 

the two rims of a bow.  Now these things were prepared from the beginning, and were 

handed down from generation to generation, for the purpose of interpreting languages.  

And they have been kept and preserved by the hand of the Lord, that he should discover 

to every creature who should possess the land the iniquities and abominations of his 

people.  And whosoever has these things is called seer, after the manner of old times. 

 
Hence Joseph Smith now knows that his two stones are described in the record, as is his 
role, and the stones maybe were “interpreters”.  Later in the text we find clearer 
designations.  In fact, the more discriminating term is preserved in a translated primary 
document, rather than an abridgment: a transcript of a blessing from Alma to his sons.  
In Alma’s blessing we get names – Liahona – which he says was given to the compass, 
ball, director thing; and a stone, singular, these directors that shine in darkness.  A 
single stone, not two, apparently; and so an identification by Smith with his own two 
stones cannot yet be made, perhaps; nor is it clear who Gazelem is (assuming stones are 
not also given names).  Moreover, although Alma is said to have the same record as that 
translated by Moroni as the history of the Jaredites, this Gazelem is not named in 
Moroni’s history.  Yet Moroni admits we have only a hundredth of that record.  With 
respect to the “interpreters,” we get their history alongside that of the Jaredites, and 
learn somewhat from Moroni’s commentary therein.  That commentary seems to be 
given to the translator in response to questions about the sealed plates.   

All these details give us some sense of the rules, growth, complexity, analogical 
paths, and limits to interpretation and translation.  When we later replaced in the 
published Book of Ether the keeper Benjamin with Mosiah, the “interpreters” and 
sealed record were given place in the story of Ammon and Mosiah; a role not present in 
the 1830 Book of Mormon.  So what?  That Benjamin was originally identified as the 
keeper of the sealed interpretation, and of the interpreters, is yet more evidence that the 
Book of Mormon was transcribed as dictated, rather than elaborately planned by rustic 
confidence men in the Burned-Over frontier of the woods in eastern New York.  Once 
converts began revising revelations and the Book of Mormon, more than a little 
confusion was heaped upon the past.  Given the initial mystery concerning interpreters 
and directors, it perhaps made sense to give Mosiah the interpreters qua director, 
rather than leave them with Benjamin, as originally written.   Mosiah was, after all, king 
during the days of Ammon.  But this reading made more sense after a decade of 
revisions.  Indeed, this replacement only occurs after Urim and Thummim, a foreign 
term that is given both singular and plural treatment in Mormon texts, was used 
popularly to distinguish the directors from the director; and it was not, importantly, a 
revision made by Joseph Smith.  Yet given matters of lineage, and factors only teased 
out of the narrative much later, and crystallized by a sprinkle of speculation, it makes 
more sense to agree with Hugh Nibley and keep Benjamin the keeper of interpreters, 
and of the sealed record; and also of the ball or director.   
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Moreover, it is possible that one thing was divided into two things, and 
recombined again.  Glasses could, apparently, fit inside a ball as easily as inside a hat; 
and a stone could be removed from a lens, or two stones folded together.  That is to say, 
the history of things is far more veiled than the history of usage of terms, and perhaps 
we ought to attend to that more harvestable field for a time.  It is clear that our history 
of things is mediated by this history of words, and recognizing that fact does take us 
some way toward an acceptable theory of translation. 

To repeat somewhat: this division in referents – the ball-compass-director-
Liahona and the directors-interpreters-stones – was not worked out, apparently, in the 
language of the Prophet until the Book of Mormon was nearly completed, and only after 
Mormon and Moroni gave explicit, extra-textual commentary on “those two stones.”  
Others then imposed their interpretations on the text, which induced a cascade of 
revisions.  Eventually the Book of Mormon was reshaped by factors outside its original 
fashioning.  That reshaping was not only, I believe, a sort of textual unrighteous 
dominion, but also shows us how spiritual things can be refitted to our times and 
understanding, how we are spoken to in our own language.  Of course, that 
interpretation is a two-party relation, rather than a top-down instruction, also means 
that we limit revelations to what we imagine and by what we insist must really be the 
case.  That is, Alma and Moroni give us a theory of translation in their lectures on faith, 
one which requires experiment, imagination, and assessment.  That we have, over time, 
not only altered the Book of Mormon itself, but also imposed manuals, sermons, and 
extra-canonical texts upon it, all these vanities may have something to do with the 
dearth of new revelations over the last century.  Both as cause and effect.  What seem 
like errors, then, that we ought to erase, upon closer reading of related historical 
documents, in fact, suggest deeper histories.  Histories we can imagine, and, perhaps, 
begin to imagine out forms for the realities to inhabit.  And only one other writer’s work 
that I know of shows light and shadow and corners and depth to this degree of 
authenticity; and I don’t mean the author of the bible.   

Lost in the arguments over counterfeiting, doctrines and orthodoxy, and fears 
and hopes of testimony building-destroying, is a view of these signs of historicity.  A 
scene with actors taking positions as they make history; taking positions when past 
records are correlated to current understandings.  Thus we subordinate people, texts, 
words, and things to modern terms, fashions, and misprisions.  That is to say, we 
commit the sin that the interpreter could not: domination of the voices of the text.  
When allowed to speak, the parts of the Book of Mormon fit in such a way as to make 
one’s head spin, and yet they don’t fit in a way that shows overt or inept fabrication, or 
inapt or heavy-handed translation.  It is imperfect, but not incompetently mashed 
together.  That is, until we begin revising the record, changing names, giving new 
names, altering dates.  Perhaps these are “ringer” texts designed to throw someone off 
course, and that they do.  But Alma gave his interpretation “in his own words,” as it 
were; Mormon his, Ether his via Moroni and Alma, and Joseph Smith gives us a view 
from each prophet-recorder or king, even as he gained his own words for things as he 
went along, and attempted to render the strangeness of a lost world somehow 
comprehendible to rusticated and learned alike.  Autochthonous is perhaps the word, or 
autopoetic; marvelous and miraculous, also.  It is clear, anyway, that we are as a people 
far from posing questions to the text which can induce answers from somewhere other 
than the obstreperous and cantankerous academies, orthodoxies, priesthoods, and 
powers eager to shout down voices from the dust.  Eager to build and tread upon, and to 
examine particles of it; but too infrequently willing to be quick to observe, thus might be 
our record.  I often hear that we won’t get any more ancient records until “we” are a 
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more righteous people, or more worthy of them.  These doctrines merely play upon that 
mixture of vanity-pride-self-loathing which Mormons dress in, covering their real 
failings from observation and exorcism.  How many “we’s”, and righteous for how long?  
No, some vague, shifting standard of “worthiness” can only claim to write the grace of 
God out of the equation, and prove our lack of understanding that covenants regarding 
texts stretch across human history, and so we also evidence our inability to pierce the 
veil of stupidity that God in his mercy long ago dropped upon us.  Without good 
questions we cannot hope for answers.  And good questions can be asked simply by 
turning to history.  

A theory of translation is required, then, before we can began fruitful 
understanding of the Book of Mormon.  And the theory should come from the book 
itself.  That is, readings which might induce changes in our understanding, and thus, 
expose a great void in our lives; a void which God, abhorring vacuums, would fill with 
some new revelations.  Where should such a theory be found?  Among Bible scholars, 
Mayanists, post-Modernism, literary criticism, archaeology, psychology, CES manuals, 
General Conference and the like?  The book itself explains itself, and so we ought to 
make use of that, first of all.  Once the text is admitted to be an interpretation, many 
limits can be imposed on what sorts of studies are possible; studies to give us something 
other than a sense of smugness that what we knew all along, we again know again.  
Smugness, perhaps, but little of specific account, personal utility, historical enrichment, 
or otherwise convincing to those not already singing in the choir.  Lines must be 
established for what can be known, and for what simply must float free from the Book of 
Mormon.   

Let me risk some preaching, after all this.  If you’ve read this far, your patience 
must be limitless.  But it is the finding of the lines within which the game is to be played 
– not only a difficult principle to teach children on a soccer field – which is required, if 
we are to understand anything about the economy of Heaven, and thus, make ourselves 
to labor therein.  A theory of translation should give us some lines, just as a translation 
or interpretation also develops within outlines emerging even as the translation 
proceeds to fill new gaps.  Indeed, induction of texts proceeds only when we make a hole 
in our lives, our books, our historiography, and our world, for what must be induced.  
That is, a structure, say, an archway that will collapse; if some keystone is not dropped 
from on high, right into place.  How many keystones have dropped, we might ask, and 
there was neither cornerstones nor buttresses found to receive them?  How can we build 
without lines?  Just so, a god capable of doing all things, above law, time, space, and all 
else we rely on to know a thing, is likewise a god who can be nothing other than a 
mystery planted like a flag, carried by any conqueror of new lands or minds.  We need 
lines, laws, a thinkable theology, a clean historiography, honesty, and a functional 
theory of translation, among other things.  Holes we have aplenty, answers are scarce.  
Too long we planted flags which showed who claims you, and who might disagree with 
you.  We describe with a flag nothing of the landscape, however, nor where one might 
find some use for our compasses, say, both to build and to guide.  Mormons have filled 
vast holes outlined by the finger of God with not only flags, but also fabrications and 
fakes, too often finding that indeed all is well in Zion; and if not, simply re-defining 
Zion, or what is meant by “well”.  “All roads are now bent,” it was long ago lamented, 
and where is the Straight Road?  I don’t know.  But it is said that the unfolding story of 
the world is watched by those hearing the Word of Christ, the Logos that fills the void.  
Too long we’ve been content to let anyone’s word, often just anyone’s, too readily light 
upon our void. 
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